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Abstract: There is a need to study the evolutionary laws of the risks in the navigation environments
of complex marine areas. This can promote shipping safety using an early-warning system. The
present study determines shipping flows and meteorological conditions in a marine area on the basis
of meteorological and automatic identification system (AIS) data. It also determines the uncertainty
evolution law of the navigation environment’s influencing factors. Moreover, a navigation risk
evolution system for ships in complex marine areas was developed. A case study was carried
out in a coastal area of China on the basis of the determined evolutionary laws. Evolution in the
navigational environment risk within the case study area was analyzed. The results showed that the
hydrometeorology wind factor has the greatest impact on the risk of ship collisions. This work was not
only able to show advances in navigational collision environmental evolution laws but also provides
a theoretical reference for the evaluation and early warning of risks in shipping environments.

Keywords: navigation environment; evolution of uncertainly; maritime early warning

1. Introduction

Water transportation is considered a complex system. All the factors influencing the
navigation safety of ships are first manifested in the navigation environment. Recently,
the navigation environment has become increasingly complex due to an increase in ship
numbers, sizes, and speeds. Ships must adapt to the external navigation environment to
guarantee navigation safety under difficult conditions. Mastering the objective laws of the
navigational environment risk evolution of ships while in complicated water areas leads
to the maintenance of navigation safety in terms of the internal mechanism and system
structure.

There have been many studies on the navigation environment. Ivanovsky et al. dis-
cussed the influences of weather conditions on the navigation safety of ships [1], while
Wang J et al. studied the safe navigation of surface ships in relation to wind [2]. Chen
C et al. analyzed the influence of waves on navigation safety through numerical simula-
tion [3]. Y. Tian et al. established an evaluation index system based on a fuzzy analytic
hierarchy process (FAHP) and carried out a quantitative analysis of navigational environ-
ment characteristics [4]. Qi L et al. proposed a ship traffic flow model of busy waterways
based on cellular automaton to determine the influences on transportation efficiency and
safety [5]. Chou C et al. evaluated the key environmental influences on navigation safety at
Taiwan Port and its surrounding areas [6]. Marine accidents are often unpredictable [7],
and their causes are influenced by many factors of the navigation environment [8]. Liu
J et al. proposed an evaluation method for navigation safety in uncertain environments
based on fuzzy inference [9]. Existing studies have mainly focused on the influences of
navigational environment factors on navigation safety. It is more challenging to ensure
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navigation safety in a dynamic environment than in a static one. However, most scholars
have focused on the study of the impact of the navigation environment when considering
the navigation safety of ships and less on both the evolution process and the laws of the
navigation environment.

Changes in the navigation environment affect navigation safety. A dangerous naviga-
tion environment often causes more marine accidents. Among the most frequent marine
accidents are ship collisions [10,11]; accordingly, they have attracted attention. Considering
the uncertainty of the navigation environment in the evolutionary process, ship collision
accidents were used as the research sample data. First, the key navigation environmental
impact factors were divided into different levels. The frequency of natural occurrence of a
factor was acquired through meteorological, hydrological, and historical data; navigation
maps; and automatic identification system (AIS) statistics. Later, the Bayes conditional
probability computation method was applied, in which the equation used was set up by
introducing the historical accident data, and the accident impact probability could be cal-
culated. Finally, an evolutionary trend model of navigational environment impact factors
was constructed using their impact probability as data for the bottom layer to analyze
the evolution laws of navigational environment impact factors from the certainty state
to the uncertainty state. The research conclusions will help marine administration staff
understand navigational environment risks based on the water safety status in a more com-
prehensive and intuitive manner. These staff can provide references for the management of
marine competent authorities to some extent.

2. Selection of Indexes and Calculation of Probabilities
2.1. Ship Collision Probability Model

Similar to studies on causal probability [12,13], this work aimed to explore evolutionary
trends and laws of ship collision probability under changing navigational environment
factors. It is a macroscopic judgment of overall risk trend characteristics before an early
warning or other safety supervision system for maritime staff. This chapter begins with an
analysis of meteorological and AIS data retrieved from maritime authorities to determine
the probability and frequency of the navigation environment in marine areas through
relevant statistical data. Afterward, the Bayesian conditional probability method was used
to calculate ship collision probabilities.

2.2. Evaluation Index of Key Navigational Environment Impact Factors

In studies on uncertainty evolution laws of the navigation environment, appropri-
ate factors must be chosen to establish an evaluation index system of key navigational
environment impact factors.

There are many factors that influence navigation risk. These may combine to form
a complex system. Navigational environment impact factors are usually divided into
three categories: hydrometeorology factors, channel condition factors, and traffic factors.
According to relevant studies [4,14,15], the established index system is shown in Table 1.

2.3. Grading of Navigational Environment Impact Factors

Ship collision accidents are often related to environmental impact factors at different
levels. To better interpret the subjective danger sense (SDS) that is caused by all the
environmental impact factors under the same coordinate system, it is necessary to divide the
SDS of the navigational environment impact factors before the calculation. For “equivalent”
treatment, it is first necessary to determine the corresponding relationship between the
optimal values and the worst values of the environmental impact factors. Afterward, it is
possible for the impact factors to be divided with comprehensive considerations regarding
subjective cognitive influences of acquired data.
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Table 1. Evaluation index system of navigational environment impact factors.

Category Navigational Environment Impact Factors

Hydrometeorology factors

Wind
Currents

Waves
Tides

Visibility

Channel condition factors

Channel width
Channel length
Channel depth

Bending degree of channel
Channel crossing
Channel barriers

Traffic impact factors

Vessel traffic flow
Traffic flow density

Safety clearance of ships
Navigation AIDs

Suppose there are n impact factor sequences Ei(i = 1, 2, 3, · · ·m, · · · n) based on the
sample data features of maritime accidents. If any Ei is dispersed into m levels according to
the levels at the occurrence of the navigational environment impact factors, the navigational
environment impact factor sequence can be changed to:

Eik(i = 1, 2, 3, · · ·m, · · · , n; k = 1, 2, 3, · · · ∈ N) (1)

Generally, it is believed that the optimal values and the worst values of the factors in a
sequence may bring the ship operators almost the same SDS, and the same navigational
environment impact factor level has a similar SDS:

Dmax = D(Ein) = 1, Dmin = D(Ei1) = 0 (2)

D(E1k) = D(E2k) = · · ·D(Enk) (3)

Therefore, the impact factors at the same level have similar SDS, but there are different
SDS values between two factors at different levels. Nevertheless, the impact probability
π(Bi), which is based on accident sample data features, varies significantly even though
the factors at the same level have a similar SDS without obvious correlation.

2.4. Calculation of the Impact Probability of Ship Collision Accidents

The risk of each impact factor can be quantized by the Bayes conditional probabil-
ity [16,17]. For two non-independent events, A and B, if B has taken place, the possibility
that A will occur is reflected as the conditional probability of A in B. This is denoted as
P(A|B) :

P(B|A)P(A) = P(B)P(A|B) (4)

P(A|B) = P(B|A)P(A)

P(B)
(5)

where P(A|B) is the probability of the occurrence of a maritime accident when there is
some impact factor (for a specific level) in the study period; P(B|A) is the probability of an
impact (for a specific level) when there is a maritime accident in the study period; P(A)
is the probability of a maritime accident in the study period; and P(B) is the probability
of natural occurrence when there is an impact factor (for a specific level), which can be
replaced by the frequency of occurrence of a factor (for a specific level) in the study period.

On the basis of the data related to maritime accident characteristics [18], the impact
probability of a maritime accident when there is an impact factor was deduced through the
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Bayes conditional probability formula. This was performed by acquiring the probability
of an impact factor during maritime accidents, the probability of an impact factor in some
period, and the probability of a maritime accident.

The probability of a maritime accident when there is a factor (for a specific level)
based on accident characteristics can be gained through dimensionless processing. The
probability of the discrete impact factors Bi can be defined as follows:

π(Bi) = P(A|Bi)(i = 1, 2, 3, · · · , n) (6)

where {π(Bi), i = 1, 2, 3 · · · , n} refers to the prior impact probability of a maritime accident
when there is an impact factor.

If there were 100 accidents in 10 years, the probability of a maritime accident would
be 100/3650 = 0.0274 accidents per day. Since P(B) refers to the inherent probability when
there is an impact factor (for a specific level), it can be replaced by the frequency of the
occurrence of factors at a level in the statistical period.

3. Model of Evolutionary Trends in Navigational Environmental Factors
3.1. State Extraction of Navigational Environment Impact Factors

For a determined accident case, the probability set related to the key environmental
impact factors was extracted in this phase.

The sets of impact probability (P) and the probability of natural occurrence (Q) of
navigational environment impact factors were:

Ph =
(

A1i1 A2j1 , A3k1 , A4l1 , A5m1 , A6n1

)
(7)

Qh =
(

B1i1 B2j1 , B3k1 , B4l1 , B5m1 , B6n1

)
(8)

where Aij refers to the probability of impact factor i at level j, and Bij is the probability of
the natural occurrence of impact factor i at level j.

In this study, the maximum collapse distance sample (the furthest distance to collapse)
of an accident was defined as the threshold of system collapse [19,20]. A collapse is more
likely if the probability extremum is approached. In other words, the extreme probability
was viewed as the “complete collapse state”. As it approached this state, it was more
likely to collapse. The sets of the maximum impact probability, as well as the maximum
probability of the natural occurrence of navigational environment impact factors, were
extracted and defined as the complete collapse state:

Phmax = (A1max, A2max, A3max, A4max, A5max, A6max) (9)

Qhmax = (B1max, B2max, B3max, B4max, B5max, B6max) (10)

where Aimax is the maximum impact probability corresponding to the impact factor at level
i, and Bimax is the maximum probability of natural occurrence corresponding to the impact
factor at level i.

The collapse distance was defined as the distance from the current state to the complete
collapse state. This could then be used to guide the collapse distance of a determined
navigational environment impact factor set:

d(Ph, Phmax) = [
(

A1max − A1i1
)2

+
(

A2max − A2j1
)2

+ · · ·+
(

A6max − A6n1

)2
]

1
2 (11)

d(Qh, Qhmax) = [
(

B1max − B1i1
)2

+
(

B2max − B2j1
)2

+ · · ·+
(

B6max − B6n1

)2
]

1
2 (12)

where d(Ph, Phmax) refers to the vulnerable distance of the impact probability, and d(Qh, Qhmax)
is the vulnerable distance of the probability of natural occurrence.
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3.2. Uncertainty Evolutionary Rules of the Navigational Environment

The navigational environment in a certain accident case usually has a systematic and
slow evolution. In fact, considering the timeliness of the navigational environment during
accident evolution, the navigational environment does not usually change suddenly in a
short period, i.e., there are unlikely to be “jumps” between levels. In some cases, strong
wind in a short period may cause instantaneous and significant changes in the navigational
environment, although such a scenario was not considered in this study. If a key factor was
in the third level of the five-level navigational environment system, it could jump from
the third level to the second level or the fourth level or stay at the third level during an
accident evolution, but it could not jump to the fifth level or the first level. If a key factor
was in the fifth level of a five-level environmental subsystem, it could only jump to the
fourth level or stay in the fifth level (Figure 1).
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Therefore, the uncertainty state could be determined after the evolutionary rule from
the certainty state to the uncertainty state was determined. The uncertainty state sets were:

P∗h =
(

A∗1i1 , A∗2j1 , A∗3k1 , A∗4l1 , A∗5m1 , A∗6n1

)
(13)

Q∗h =
(

B∗1i1 , B∗2j1 , B∗3k1 , B∗4l1 , B∗5m1 , B∗6n1

)
(14)

3.3. Distance Model between the Uncertainty Evolution and the Ideal Worst Value

The number of the system states that a change from certain to uncertain can be
determined on the basis of the relevant evolutionary rules. This quantity changes with
the levels of key factors of the certainty state. If the key factors of the system certainty
state were mainly at the fifth or first levels, the quantity of the uncertainty evolutionary
state decreased. If the key factors of the system’s certain state were mainly in the second,
third, or fourth levels, the quantity of the uncertain evolutionary states was approximately
36–729. The collapse distances of the system under all uncertain states were computed, and
the average collapse distance (d∗) of an uncertain state was:

d∗(Ph, Phmax) = [
(

A1max − A∗1i1
)2

+
(

A2max − A∗2j1
)2

+ · · ·+
(

A6max − A∗6n1

)2
]

1
2 (15)

d∗(Qh, Qhmax) = [
(

B1max − B∗1i1
)2

+
(

B2max − B∗2j1
)2

+ · · ·+
(

B6max − B∗6n1

)2
]

1
2 (16)

Supposing the collapse distance of a certain state is d and the average collapse distance
of an uncertain state is d∗, the rate of variation in the collapse distance is as follows:

∆dP = d(Ph, Phmax)− d∗(Ph, Phmax) (17)

∆dQ = d(Qh, Qhmax)− d∗(Qh, Qhmax) (18)

With Equations (15)–(18), the average collapse distances and relative rates of variation
in the certain and uncertain states could be calculated.

3.4. Uncertainty Evolutionary Mechanism Analysis of the Navigational Environment

The probability of natural occurrence and the impact probability develop simultane-
ously toward the collapse direction during uncertainty evolution when both ∆dP and ∆dQ
are greater than 0 at the same time. Under these circumstances, the probability of natural
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occurrence increases, along with the corresponding impact probability. The uncertainty
continuously evolves in a bad direction; in this specific case, the first quadrant is defined as
the danger zone. When ∆dP > 0 and ∆dQ < 0, the impact probability develops toward the
collapse direction during uncertainty evolution, while the probability of natural occurrence
becomes further away from collapse. In this case, the uncertainty evolution in navigational
environment impact factors is fuzzy. However, from the definition of risk, it is known that
accident risk still has a broad range when it is high, even though the probability of natural
occurrence is relatively low. Hence, the scope in the fourth quadrant within 45◦ of the
X-axis is still defined as a danger zone, and the scope within 45◦ of the Y-axis was defined
as a fuzzy zone. When ∆dP < 0 and ∆dQ < 0, both the probability of natural occurrence
and the impact probability become further away from collapse; in this case, this region is
defined as a safe zone. When ∆dP < 0 and ∆dQ > 0, the impact probability becomes further
away from the collapse during an uncertainty evolution, while the probability of natural
occurrence develops toward the collapse. In this case, the general uncertainty evolution
of navigational environment impact factors becomes further away from collapse, and the
distribution of the uncertainty evolution regions of the navigational environment is shown
in Figure 2.
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4. Case Study
4.1. Study Water Area

A case study based on the navigational environment of a coastal area in China was
carried out. With consideration of the characteristics of the navigational environment in
this jurisdiction, the following typical navigational environment impact factors in Table 2
were chosen.

Table 2. Research indicators.

Category Impact Factor

Hydrometeorology factors Wind
Visibility

Channel conditions factors
Channel crossing ratio

Channel width

Traffic impact factors Ship density
Traffic flow
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There were 73 major ship collisions in the study area from 2007 to 2019. The distribu-
tion of these accidents is shown in Figure 3.
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4.2. Analysis of Ship Collision Probability

Considering the relationship between the total number of accidents and their grading,
at least one accident can be assigned to the level of each environmental factor as far as
possible. Table 3 shows the grading of the key levels of navigational environment risk.

Table 3. Grading of the environmental impact factors of navigation.

Impact Factors Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

Wind 0–1 1–2 2–4 4–6 >6
Visibility >3000 1000–3000 500–1000 200–500 <500

Channel crossing ratio <0.5 0.5–1 1–1.5 1.5–2 >2
Channel width >500 300–500 200–300 100–200 <100

Ship density (number
of ships) <50 50–80 80–100 100–150 >150

Traffic flow
(ships/day) <20 20–25 25–30 30–36 >36

The P(B) of the impact factors was acquired through data collection and reviewing
of the natural occurrence of key navigational impact factors at different levels, numerical
calculation, simulation, or reasonable hypotheses (Table 4).

Table 4. The probability of natural occurrence of navigational environment at different levels.

Impact Factor Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

Wind 0.384 0.221 0.184 0.109 0.102
Visibility 0.361 0.282 0.171 0.122 0.064

Channel crossing ratio 0.366 0.228 0.197 0.123 0.086
Channel width 0.144 0.197 0.289 0.246 0.124

Ship density 0.123 0.285 0.269 0.216 0.107
Traffic flow
(ships/day) 0.094 0.298 0.304 0.178 0.126

The probability of the natural occurrence variation of impact factors with regard to
the level was plotted through the statistical analysis and calculations of the case study.
The characteristics of the navigational environment system of the study area are shown in
Figure 4.
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The water environmental characteristics of the study area are shown in Figure 4. It is
clear that the inherent probabilities of wind, visibility, and the channel crossing ratio were
all negatively related to the levels of the impact factors. This conformed to the hydrological
environment features of the study area since the probability of bad weather was relatively
low. The inherent probabilities of channel width, ship density, and traffic flow fluctuated
with the levels, peaking at around Level 3. This agreed with the channel and traffic flow
characteristics of the study area.

The impact probabilities of environmental impact factors were calculated according to
Equation (5), and the results are shown in Table 5.

Table 5. The impact probability of navigational environment at different levels.

Impact Factors Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

Wind 0.0029 0.0149 0.0417 0.0779 0.0672
Visibility 0.0061 0.0437 0.0320 0.0292 0.0599

Channel crossing ratio 0.0135 0.0349 0.0306 0.0512 0.0255
Channel width 0.0228 0.0542 0.0209 0.0100 0.0398

Ship density 0.0334 0.0404 0.0122 0.0165 0.0461
Traffic flow 0.0350 0.0276 0.0252 0.0231 0.0326

The variations in the impact probability with the impact factor level were plotted
through analysis of the probability of natural occurrence in the case study (Figure 5).
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The effects of the navigational environment on ship collision accidents in the study
area are presented in Figure 5. It is clear that the impact probabilities fluctuated greatly
according to the levels rather than having a single linear relationship. According to the
formula of impact probability, the impact probabilities of the impact factors were related
to both the probability of natural occurrence and the frequency of occurrence. The impact
probability of the wind impact first increased and then decreased with an increase in level,
reaching a peak at Level 4 and having a broad interval between Levels 4 and 5. The impact
probabilities of visibility, channel crossing ratio, channel width, and ship density all peaked
at Level 2 and were low between Levels 3 and 4. The impact probability of traffic flow
changed slightly with level, with a moderate value in relation to the other navigational
environment impact factors.

In the expression of the impact probabilities, three properties of each navigational
environment impact factor were recognized: SDS (level of indicator), the probability of
natural occurrence, and the impact probability calculated with the Bayes formula. When
analyzing these three properties, it was possible to conclude that none of them had consis-
tent changes in subjective cognition. Regarding subjective cognition, impact probability
was positively correlated with the level, while the probability of natural occurrence was
negatively correlated. In fact, such relationships were fluctuating rather than linear.

After calculating and analyzing the impact probabilities of each accident case, their
distribution remained unknown. Nevertheless, using the statistics of all possible naviga-
tional environment conditions (i.e., the whole sample), the accident case impact probability,
and the full sample, the impact probability distribution diagram was drawn, as shown in
Figure 6.
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It can be seen in Figure 6 that when the impact probabilities were sorted, the impact
probability distribution of the accident cases was mostly concentrated in the upper part of
the whole sample, which is consistent with the usual subjective perception of risk; that is,
the higher the impact probability, the higher the probability that an accident will occur.

4.3. Uncertainty Evolution Laws

According to the uncertainty evolution rules shown in Figure 2, the uncertainty
states of the case study were calculated. They ranged from 143 (only 1 accident) to 728
(8 accidents).

The collapse distances of the certain and uncertain states were calculated according to
Equations (15) and (16):

It can be seen in Figure 7 that the collapse distances of the certain states, which were
based on the probability of natural occurrence, were concentrated between 0.3 and 0.5,
while the average collapse distances of the uncertain states were concentrated between
0.35 and 0.45. The collapse distance of the certain states based on impact probability
was 0.01–0.05, while the average collapse distance of the uncertain state was 0.25–0.45.
Compared with the certain variation in the navigational environment impact factors, the
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uncertain variation in the inherent probability showed a higher concentration, and the
collapse distance decreased. Similarly, the uncertain variation on the impact probability
had a higher concentration, but the collapse distance increased compared with that of the
certain state.
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The evolutions in the navigational environment impact factors ∆dP and ∆dQ were
calculated according to Equations (17) and (18). Their relationship is plotted in Figure 8.
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According to conventional risk management theory, accident risk is related to both the
consequence and probability of occurrence. In this study, only major accidents with risks
proportional to the probability of occurrence were chosen under the premise of ignoring
the consequences. In other words, the risk was greater when the probability of occurrence,
or the impact probability, was higher.

In Figure 8, it is possible to see that among the 73 ship collision accidents, there were
7 in the first quadrant, 24 in the second quadrant, 30 in the third quadrant, and 12 in the
fourth quadrant.

It can be seen in Figures 7 and 8 that when comparing the uncertainty variation in
the inherent probability to the certainty variation of the navigational environment impact
factors, it showed a higher concentration with a decrease in the collapse distance. Similarly,
the uncertain variation on the impact probability had a higher concentration, while the
collapse distance increased compared with that of the certain state.

The relationship between ∆dP and ∆dQ is plotted according to the collapse distances
of the probability of natural occurrence and the impact probability in Figure 9.

According to both Figure 9 and Table 6, when one navigational environment impact
factor was constant, the uncertainty evolution laws of the navigation environment were
different from those when all impact factors changed. For example, when the wind was
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constant, the danger zone was the smallest during the uncertainty evolution, which proved
that wind was the primary navigational environment impact factor of uncertainty evolution,
and consequently, the system became further away from collapse when the wind was
constant.
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Table 6. Quantitative relationship of evolutionary zone distribution.

Evolutionary
Zone All Changes 1 Constant 2 Constants 3 Constants 4 Constants 5 Constants 6 Constants

Safety zone 54 57 51 58 54 53 54
Danger zone 12 10 15 13 14 12 15
Fuzzy zone 7 6 7 2 5 8 4

5. Conclusions and Prospects

In this study, the probabilities of the natural occurrence of selected key navigational
impact factors at different levels were established. These were explored in combination
with maritime accident statistics from a case study. The inherent probabilities of the impact
factors were analyzed, and an uncertainty distribution of brittleness risks was summarized
on the basis of the impact probabilities. The system collapse trend was disclosed through
variation analysis. Some major conclusions can be drawn from this study:

(1) In view of maritime safety, ship navigation is always influenced by one or several
impact factors. The environmental system stress determines whether a ship’s collision
risk develops toward collapse. To describe such a collapse trend, the brittleness
parameter of the key impact factors at different levels was described by the impact
probability of accidents. The brittleness parameter can directly measure the degree
of collapse of the navigational environment system and impact factors. Moreover,
Bayes conditional probability was introduced to calculate the brittleness parameter,
aiming to reflect the relationship between the distributions of the key factors among
different levels of historical accidents as well as the probability of natural occurrence.
This relationship also determines the subsequent evolution laws of collapse distance.
The results show that the hydrometeorology wind factor has the greatest impact on
ship collision risk during the evolution process.

(2) The probabilities of the natural occurrence of key navigational environment impact
factors at different levels change randomly. In accident statistics, the number of
accidents at a level of a key impact factor is also random. As a result, the calculation
of ultimate impact probabilities tends to be uncertain. The impact probability of
all impact factors is uncertain to some extent due to the uncertainty of the impact
probability distribution of a single key impact factor. However, the impact probability
of all impact factors was finally determined by the ratio between the number of key
impact factors at different levels as well as the probability of natural occurrence in
the system. The impact probability at the levels of the adjacent extrema decreased
or increased with a posterior decrease in the uncertainty. Because of this, primary
attention should be given to the extrema of the impact probabilities of the key impact
factors in the system when studying accident mechanisms.
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